This paper aims at studying numerically the competition between two mutually exclusive phytoplankton species in a fully-turbulent field consisting of interacting mesoscale and submesoscale structures. A simple NPPZD ecosystem model is embedded in a Surface Quasi-Geostrophic model which is able to reproduce frontogenesis and the associated nutrient vertical pump. The two simulated phytoplankton species differ by their size and their affinity for nutrients. In this study, we rationalize the role played by eddies and filaments in the distribution of the two phytoplankton species. We show that the SQG dynamics are responsible for the coexistence of the two phytoplankton species on a single limiting resource at statistical steady state. In addition, we show that as a result of strong vertical injections, filaments contain 64% of the phytoplankton biomass. The two phytoplankton species coexist in filaments but the large phytoplankton is predominant. By contrast, this latter is completely excluded from eddy cores where only the small phytoplankton develops. Since eddies are coherent structures (unlike filaments) and since their edges are almost impermeable to horizontal transport, the large phytoplankton can barely enter eddies. Therefore, eddies are ecological niches which shelter the small phytoplankton. Finally we show that interactions between eddies such as eddy merger can favor the survival of phytoplankton species within eddies on long time scales in the ocean.
Introduction
The high diversity of phytoplankton species observed in the global ocean has been the subject of questioning among scientists for a few decades. Large numbers of species stably coexist in limited regions of the ocean. However plankton species live on a very limited number of resources, primarily solar energy and nutrients, and according to the competitive exclusion principle (Hardin, 1960 ) only a few number of species (equal to the number of limiting resources) should survive. Thus the high phytoplankton diversity observed in reality appears contradictory with the competitive exclusion principle. This was defined as the 'paradox of the plankton' by Hutchinson (1961) . competition between phytoplankton species and on the competitive exclusion of some of them. Numerous studies based on in situ observations actually showed different species associations outside, at the periphery and inside eddies (Jeffrey and Hallegraeff, 1980; Vidussi et al., 2001; Sweeney et al., 2003; Vaillancourt et al., 2003) or at a mesoscale front and away from it (Claustre et al., 1994) . Eddies may provide shelter for phytoplankton species. They are structures with long life spans in which some phytoplankton species can be isolated from exterior conditions (McGillicuddy et al., 1995) . All these studies based on in situ data are very difficult to interpret because they result from the cumulative effects of fluctuating weather, ocean dynamics, etc. This is particularly true of the mesoscale and submesoscale processes for which the sampling has not yet been sufficient to resolve the biological spatio-temporal variability. Numerical modeling offers an alternative to disentangle the effects of the different physical mechanisms which constrain phytoplankton distribution.
In this context we address the general question of the influence of mesoscale and submesoscale dynamics on the competition between phytoplankton species via numerical modeling. Bracco et al. (2000) and Pasquero et al. (2004) tackled this question with two phytoplankton species in competition in a fully turbulent mesoscale field at statistical steady state. They used a quasi-geostrophic model to represent the physical ocean dynamics. Concerning the ecosystem, one phytoplankton was more competitive than the other whatever the external conditions of nutrient concentration. Pasquero et al. (2004) added vertical nutrient injections prescribed through a parameterization using the deformation field (Okubo-Weiss criterion). Both simulations lead to the disappearance of the less competitive species but this process was delayed in such a highly turbulent system. Eddies had a shielding effect on the weakest phytoplankton species which was trapped and sheltered inside vortices. Further studies were undertaken with Primitive Equation (PE) models. Martin et al. (2001) , Lima et al. (2002a) and Rivière and Pondaven (2006) studied the response of an ecosystem with two phytoplankton species to a baroclinically unstable zonal jet. These three studies used ecosystem models of different complexity and revealed that competition between phytoplankton species was strongly constrained by 3D dynamics. However they gave very different results on which species (large or small) dominates the other in the turbulent structures of the front. Primitive equation models take into account simultaneously the effects of light gradient, nutrient injections by vertical velocities and dynamics of the mixed layer. Because of the highly non-linear coupling of these mechanisms, the studies of Martin et al. (2001) , Lima et al. (2002a) and Rivière and Pondaven (2006) eventually did not give a rationalization of the impact of mesoscale and submesoscale dynamics on the phytoplankton competition outcome.
All these results on competition between phytoplankton species motivate the two following questions: (1) Is coexistence between two phytoplankton species possible on one limiting resource in a fully-turbulent field involving mesoscale and submesoscale processes at statistical steady state? (2) Which dynamical processes govern phytoplankton competition in the different dynamical structures such as eddies and filaments? [69, 1 To explore these issues, we adopt a process study approach, using an SQG (Surface Quasi-Geostrophic) model (Lapeyre and Klein, 2006a) which is able to properly represent mesoscale and submesoscale processes involving horizontal stirring and coherent vertical velocities associated with frontogenesis . This model was first proposed by Lesieur and Sadourny (1981) to explain phytoplankton spectra. This differs from studies based on QG equations which do not properly reproduce frontogenesis and the induced strong vertical velocities (Bracco et al., 2000; Pasquero et al., 2004) . In addition, we use an NPPZD ecosystem model whose intrinsic dynamics were thoroughly studied (Perruche et al., 2010) . Unlike the studies of Martin et al. (2001) , Lima et al. (2002a) and Rivière and Pondaven (2006) who used a more realistic ocean dynamics, our purpose is to focus on the effect of one precise mechanism on phytoplankton competition: the threedimensional dynamics of frontogenesis and the induced nutrient injections. In the following section, we will describe both the SQG model, the ecosystem model and the numerical settings. Then we will examine the distribution of two competing phytoplankton species in a fully turbulent field with interacting eddies and rationalize the key-processes responsible for this distribution. Last, we will sum up the main conclusions and show to what extent this study improves our knowledge of phytoplankton patchiness in terms of diversity.
Model description a. Surface Quasi-Geostrophic dynamics
The Surface Quasi-Geostrophic (SQG) model is a special class of quasi-geostrophic flows and describes a surface flow in geostrophic balance, with a small Rossby number over a stably stratified fluid. The density stratification is assumed uniform on average; the density thus takes the form ρ = ρ 0 +ρ(z) + ρ (x, y, z, t). SQG dynamics assume a Lagrangian advection of the surface density by the geostrophic flow. Here, we only consider the surface density anomaly ρ s = ρ | z=0 . The two-dimensional SQG system takes the form (Held et al., 1995) :
where u, v) are the surface geostrophic velocities, ψ is the streamfunction, f 0 the Coriolis parameter and N , the Brunt-Vaisala frequency. In the following, we consider the case of the northern hemisphere (f 0 > 0). The streamfunction ψ is related to the geostrophic velocities via u = (u, v) = (−∂ y ψ, ∂ x ψ). The flow is extended vertically by assuming a zero potential vorticity Q in the interior (z < 0).
In this system, when
dz is a constant, the solution to Eqs. 2 and 3 is ψ(x, y, z, t) =ψ(k, l, t)e i(kx+ly)+mz and ρ s (x, y, t) =ρ s (k, l, t)e i(kx+ly) for a monochromatic wave with m = N f 0 |k| and |k| = √ k 2 + l 2 . ψ decreases exponentially toward zero as z → −∞. The general solution is obtained by decomposition of the surface density in the spectral space whereρ s (k, l, t) is the horizontal Fourier transform of ρ s (x, y, t). Using the hydrostatic balance (Eq. 2) leads to:
The ageostrophic vertical velocities are diagnosed from the equation of mass conservation:
As for two-dimensional turbulence, the unforced SQG system has two invariants. The first one ζ is obtained by multiplying Eq. 1 (surface density conservation) by ρ s and integrating it over the surface of the domain:
ζ represents the surface potential energy. The second one ε is obtained by integrating the product ψQ over the three-dimensional domain:
ε represents the three-dimensional total energy. With similar arguments as in twodimensional turbulence (triad interactions), it can be shown that the two invariants imply a dual cascade: surface potential energy ζ is transferred toward small scales (direct cascade) whereas total energy ε is transferred toward large scale (inverse cascade) as discussed by Blumen (1978) and Capet et al. (2008) . The SQG model was chosen because it accurately reproduces the O(50-100 km) mesoscale processes of the first 500 meters of the water column (Lapeyre and Klein, 2006a; Klein et al., 2008) , and the O(10 km) submesoscale processes of the first 100 meters (IsernFontanet et al., 2008; Klein et al., 2009, their Fig. 2) . Small scale horizontal motions in SQG are more energetic than in classical QG dynamics, even if it does not create the cyclone/anticyclone asymmetry of the full primitive equation. Because surface density is horizontally strained by the eddies, small-scale fronts are formed with high relative vorticity. This mechanism is related to frontogenesis as described by Hoskins (1982) . The filaments that develop are transient dynamical structures while the eddies that stretch them are coherent structures associated with a long life span. The velocity field of vortex-dominated flows contains hyperbolic points characterized at the same time by contraction along a compression axis and by stretching along an extension axis. A patch of tracer initialized near a hyperbolic point, simultaneously streches in one direction and contracts in another so that it results in an increasingly thinner filament, eventually aligned along the extension axis, which acts as a transport barrier (see Fig. 3 of Lehahn et al. (2007) for an illustration of the mechanism).
Our numerical SQG simulation is run in a doubly-periodic domain with a spectral resolution of 512 × 512 (equivalent to a 3.8 km resolution). It is adapted from the SQG model of Lapeyre and Klein (2006b) and is run with the same parameter values (as on their Fig. 4) . Physical initial conditions are provided by an SQG streamfunction field from the simulation of Lapeyre and Klein (2006b) . To properly represent the fully turbulent ocean dynamics, our simulation needs to reach a statistical steady state. For this purpose, one part of the large scale signal has to be filtered to compensate for the total energy inverse cascade. Similarly, one part of the small-scale signal has to be filtered to compensate for the direct cascade of surface potential energy. So, classical low-pass and high-pass filters are used to damp the energy at the smallest and largest scales. The low-pass filter is an exponential cutoff filter of order 6 as described by Smith et al. (2002) . The high-pass filter is a hypoviscosity filter (hyperviscosity with negative exponent) of order −4 treated implicitly. Simultaneously, for the two invariants to be conserved on average in time, a forcing term has to be added. Therefore, the density field is forced at large scale with a random field (Smith et al., 2002) with wavenumbers ranging between 5 and 7 and of magnitude 0.018 kg m −3 day −1 so that the surface potential energy and the total energy are statistically conserved. For the sake of simplicity, density is considered to be proportional to temperature. From now on we will speak of temperature instead of density.
b. Ecosystem model
The ecosystem model is the model used by Perruche et al. (2010) ; it is a classical NPZD model with 5 biological variables, N, P 1 , P 2 , Z, D, which are, respectively, nutrients, small phytoplankton, large phytoplankton, zooplankton, and detritus. Each variable is quantified by its equivalent scalar nitrogen concentration (mmol N m −3 ). This model is based on the structure of classical NPZD models like those of Fasham et al. (1990) , Denman and Pena (1999) , Busenberg et al. (1990) , Lima et al. (2002b) and Olson and Hood (1994) . It is of intermediate complexity with two variables at the autotroph level allowing the study of phytoplankton competition. It is aimed at a pelagic and oligotrophic environment. The ecosystem model is embedded in SQG dynamics as follows: we consider a surface layer of constant depth h, which is only represented by one vertical level for the computation of all biological variables. This is similar to assuming that all variables are mean values over depth h. The depth of the surface layer is set to h = 100 m. The deep layer is supposed to be 
with
and α 2 = µ 2 1 − exp
where I is light intensity. d/dt is the 2D Lagrangian derivative in which only surface geostrophic Definitions and values of the parameters are given in Table 1 . We let the reader refer to Perruche et al. (2010) for a complete discussion of the ecosystem model parameters.
The main motivation of this model choice is related to our process study approach. To address the question of the role of mesoscale and submesoscale dynamics on phytoplankton competition, we need to choose a simple biological set of equations for which exact 0-D intrinsic dynamics (when u = v = w = V s = 0) is known as a dynamical system, and in which phytoplankton competition is possible.
The plankton model here is one of the simplest models of this kind with two phytoplankton and one zooplankton variables. P 2 is a bloom-forming phytoplankton variable with a higher affinity for light and a lower affinity for nutrient. It will be favored in conditions such as the onset of the growing season in spring (microphytoplankton: "diatom-like" phytoplankton type). On the other hand, P 1 is a phytoplankton variable with a lower affinity for light and a higher affinity for nutrient, competitive in a nutrient-depleted surface layer (picophytoplankton: "small flagellates-like" phytoplankton type). The zooplankton variable has fixed preferences for the two phytoplankton species. Thus, it has a mean control on the two species.
A full description of the biological system equilibria and their stability in the parameter space can be found in Perruche et al. (2010) . Here we give only the two main conclusions. First, the coexistence of the two species of phytoplankton is not possible at all in the parameter space in 0-D. The ecosystem reaches different equilibria with either P 1 or P 2 . Second, the ecosystem is particularly sensitive to the variations in light and total nitrogen (see their Fig. 3 ). Total nitrogen, that will be called C 0 in the following, is the sum of the five biological variables: C 0 = N + P 1 + P 2 + Z + D. In 0-D, total nitrogen C 0 is conserved along time, but it is strongly variable in an oceanic basin. Horizontally, nitrogen matter varies due to the combined advection and diffusion processes.
We are aware that this ecosystem model is extremely simple regarding parameterizations of phytoplankton or zooplankton biological processes. However, justification for using such a simple model in our study is determined by the question being explored: how submesoscale dynamics may influence ecosystem structure in the ocean? As pointed out by Franks (2002) , it is impossible to diagnose and interpret model results in such a scenario, where a biological model is embedded in a highly turbulent field, without knowing the range of model behaviors (in a mathematical sense). This knowledge of model behavior (stability and equilibria) implies, however, some restrictions on the number of state variables and model parameterizations. Therefore, the biological model used here is admittedly biased toward simplicity, which renders it less realistic and certainly not suitable to describe all kind of situations. The pitfalls of using such models have been discussed by Anderson and Mitra (2010) or Flynn (2003 Flynn ( , 2010 . A typical example is the use of fixed Monod or Holling formulations to simulate phytoplankton growth or grazing by zooplankton in the context of multiple-resource interactions. A more mechanistic understanding of these biological processes can be embedded in models, which substantially increases the realism of these models (Mitra et al., 2007; Flynn, 2005, 2006; Anderson and Mitra, 2010; Flynn, 2003 Flynn, , 2010 . These approaches, based on controlled laboratory experiments, are important steps to refine the realism of plankton ecosystem models which aim at addressing (for example) the impact of climate change on marine ecosystems. However, in our present process study, we have to stick to more simple model formulations. Indeed, the model is simple enough to determine analytically the ecosystem behavior in the whole parameter space (Perruche et al., 2010) , and give a reasonable picture of the general planktonic community response to realistic seasonal physical forcings in a 1D modeling framework (Perruche, 2009 ). This knowledge of the model behavior (equilibria and stability) is a prerequisite to investigate the relative influence of physical processes at the submesoscale. We believe that these two modeling approaches (realism vs simplicity) are not mutually exclusive and both help to understand how marine ecosystems may respond to a variable environment. [69, 1
The five biological variables of Eqs. 9 to 13 are considered as vertically averaged values over the surface layer which represents a photic layer (h = 100 m). Biological tracers are initialized in the surface layer to uniformly small values (N 0 = 0, P 10 = 0.1, P 20 = 0.1, Z 0 = 0.1 and D 0 = 0 in mmol N m −3 ). The deep layer corresponds to the deep ocean nutrient reservoir. It is supposed to be nutrient abundant with nutrient concentration N DL maintained to a constant value of 5 mmol N m −3 . The other biological variables are set to zero in the deep layer. The interface between surface and deep layers is the nutricline. This nutricline is strong and can be thought to result from a restratification process induced by the ageostrophic motions (see e.g. Klein et al., 2008) . In this simplified model we neglect the dynamics of the mixed layer which is supposed to be shallower than the euphotic layer. A nutrient injection term (last term of Eq. 9) is prescribed at the base of the surface layer as was done by Flierl and Davis (1993) . Nutrients are advected upward by ageostrophic vertical velocities at z = −h. The hypothesis of a constant pool of nutrients in the deep layer imposes that only the positive values of w have to be considered for nutrients (vertical inputs of nutrients). No downward flux of P 1 , P 2 , Z and D is allowed. As a pseudo-spectral model is used, negative values of biological variables can appear due to the Fourier transform. In this case, they are set to zero and the mean over the whole domain is maintained to its previous value so that no artificial source is created. An exponential filter is also used for smallscale dissipation in the tracer equations (Eqs. 9 to 13). As mentioned before, the physical SQG model is brought toward statistical equilibrium. This implies that the magnitude of the nutrient pump is statistically conserved. The sedimentation term on detritus V s D is the only term that allows nitrogen matter to be exported from the surface layer. Therefore, via the sedimentation process, the concentration of nitrogen matter in this layer remains constant on average. For purposes of mass balance, this compensates the nutrient injections into the surface layer. The value of the sedimentation speed V s is indicated in Table 1 . It was estimated with the mean value of injection velocities into the surface layer and it is very close to the value chosen by . Remineralization of detritus is supposed to be instantaneous when they enter the bottom layer.
Phytoplankton in the surface layer is submitted to a constant light intensity (set to I = 10 W m −2 ) which corresponds to the vertically averaged irradiance absorbed by the 100 m surface layer. If we consider an absorption coefficient of 0.045 m −1 , which is close to the pure water absorption (no self-shading), the mean value I = 10 W m −2 corresponds to a surface irradiance of about 45 W m −2 . Figure 2 presents the growth rates (α i N/(K Ni + N )) of the two phytoplankton species when submitted to a light intensity of 10 W m −2 . It shows that P 1 has the highest growth rate for low nutrient concentration and inversely for P 2 . We can predict that the most competitive species will be P 1 for low nutrient injections and P 2 for high nutrient injections. This model which is presented in Figure 1 is aimed at studying competition between the two phytoplankton species in terms of segregation or coexistence in the physical space and especially in dynamical structures like eddies and filaments. We chose a very simple configuration with two layers to free ourselves from the vertical gradient of light. Thus, there is only one limiting resource (nutrients) and we can focus on the role of nutrient vertical pump and of horizontal advection on competition between two phytoplankton species.
Results

a. Physical fields
We run a 3-year long simulation. We first study the physical properties of this simulation. Figure 3 shows total energy and surface potential energy. After a transient period of 200 days, these quantities are statistically balanced. All the statistics performed hereafter will concern the last two years of this simulation. Figure 4 shows the temperature anomaly, the relative vorticity in the surface layer and the 100-m depth vertical velocity field after 2 years of simulation (day 722). This moment of the simulation was chosen for its representativity of the statistical steady state, both for the physical fields and for the biological ones. The temperature field in the surface layer (Fig. 4a) consists in interacting mesoscale eddies and displays, between them, quite weak small-scale temperature anomalies. In the vorticity field (Fig. 4b) filaments are much thinner. Eddies, in the temperature field, are quite homogeneous whereas in the vorticity field they can be divided in a homogeneous eddy core and in curled filaments at their periphery. Vorticity has the same magnitude in eddies and filaments. The vertical velocity at 100-m depth (Fig. 4c ) also involves small scales with thin filaments. The magnitude of vertical velocity is rather weak in eddy cores, it is stronger at the periphery and it is maximum in filaments between eddies. Most eddies (with elliptical shape) are associated with quadrupolar structures in vertical velocity field whereas filaments are associated with dipolar patterns. This is consistent with previous results (Lévy et al., 2001; Lapeyre and Klein, 2006b ). Vertical velocity within filaments has a magnitude on order of 10 m day
and can reach up to 40 m day −1 . This order of magnitude corresponds to values diagnosed from a high-resolution survey by Legal et al. (2007) in density-compensated fronts far-off eddies during the POMME experiment. It is expected that these strong vertical velocities outside eddies will have a crucial effect on the vertical nutrient pump (Lapeyre and Klein, 2006b ) and therefore on primary production and phytoplankton competition. From these physical fields, we can see that cyclones and anticyclones are absolutely symmetrical. This is a property of SQG dynamics which impose a geostrophic horizontal flow. To create an asymmetry, we would have to consider an SQG+1 model which allows ageostrophic horizontal velocities (Hakim et al., 2002) .
At first glance, a noticeable difference on spatial scales between the temperature field and the two other fields can be noticed. Temperature mainly consists in mesoscale structures whereas vorticity and vertical velocity are much more filamentary. This physical property is due to the ageostrophic circulation which restores the thermal wind balance (Hoskins, 1982) . As shown by the classical ω-equation (Hoskins et al., 1978) , still valid in SQG theory, ageostrophic vertical velocities are a response to the formation of density gradients and inhibit too strong gradients. They compensate the formation of strong temperature gradients. As a consequence, the temperature field is smoother than the other dynamical variables.
As we have shown in the previous paragraph, the physical fields of Figure 4 are typical of SQG dynamics. The main difference between our simulation and the one performed by Lapeyre and Klein (2006b) is the forcing term and the large-scale dissipation term that we added for the modeled dynamics to reach a statistical steady state. Therefore, our simulation is overall more energetic which results in stronger physical anomalies. The eddy interactions are more intense and induce more filamentary structures (clearly visible in the vorticity field) associated with strong vertical velocities. The spectrum of density variance (rescaled by g 2 /N 2 ρ 2 0 ) gives further information on the spatial scales of our SQG simulation ( Fig. 5) . Its slope is comparable to the results based on data of Martin and Srokosz (2002) (slope of −2.11) and to '512 ×512' numerical simulation of Capet et al. (2008) . The energy spectrum slope is steeper than the theoretical −5/3. We can examine in detail three interacting eddies in the fully-turbulent field. These three cases are presented on Figure 6 , both in vorticity (left) and vertical velocity (right) and illustrate three typical eddy interactions picked out in the reference simulation at three different times. First, Figure 6a and 6b show a cyclonic eddy, 'isolated' from other eddies, and interacting with filaments surrounding it. It moves only slightly and it is distorted by the ambient shear and strain fields, due to the surrounding flow. This influence leads to a clear elliptical shape of the eddy. Its vertical velocity pattern is quadrupolar, as expected from the presence of a mode 2 disturbance (see also Baey and Carton, 2002) . In vorticity, this eddy has a spiral-like shape. This shape can be interpreted following Lehahn et al. (2007) who argue that since trajectories and streamlines are different for a time-dependent velocity field, a spiral flow can be induced. Then, Figure 6c to 6f show eddy-eddy interactions whose outcome depends on their polarity. On Figure 6c and 6d, the two eddies have the same sign. In that case, they mutually attract each other so as they begin to interact and to distort their partner leading to the merger of the two eddies. When they are sufficiently close, a hyperbolic point appears between them. A filament of opposite vorticity separates them (Fig. 6c) until they merge. The corresponding vertical velocity field (Fig. 6d ) displays strong vertical velocities at the periphery of eddies and relatively weak velocities in their cores. If two eddies of opposite sign meet (Fig. 6e and 6f) , the pairing of the two vortices occurs and they form a propagating dipole of eddies. At the dipole front (bottom of the snapshots), a few filaments of alternate signs in vorticity form perpendicularly to the dipole route and collide with the structures encountered by the dipole (Fig. 6e) . At the dipole tail, there are filaments of opposite sign. Each filament of the pair curls around the eddy of the same sign. This dipole results in two quadrupolar structures in vertical velocity field (Fig.  6f ) and in intense vertical injection in filaments at eddy front and tail. In addition to these interactions between eddies, we also observe eddy-filament interactions which are of two types (not shown). Either eddy and filament have the same polarity [69, 1 Figure 7 . Time series of C 0 , P 1 and P 2 averaged over the whole domain (mmol N m −3 ). and the filament curls around the eddy and can be absorbed, or they are of opposite sign and the filament cannot be absorbed. In the latter case, the filament curls around the eddy and is then dissipated or it forms at a hyperbolic point and stretches until it splits in two parts that move away from each other.
b. Biological fields
We now examine the outcome of the competition between the two phytoplankton species P 1 and P 2 in this fully turbulent eddy field at statistical steady state. Figure 7 shows the mean value of C 0 , P 1 and P 2 over the domain as a function of time. As for the physical fields, biology achieves a statistical equilibrium for all five variables after a 200 day transient period (N, Z and D not shown). As a consequence, total nitrogen C 0 is also statistically balanced in the surface layer. This statistical equilibrium is characterized by phytoplankton coexistence when submitted to a fully-turbulent flow (see again Fig. 7) . Their averaged concentrations over the spatial domain are of the same order, about 0.14 mmol N m −3 for P 1 and 0.21 mmol N m −3 for P 2 (the other variables are not shown on the figure but have a similar temporal evolution and the same order, namely 0.14 mmol N m for Z and 0.23 mmol N m −3 for D). It should be recalled that in a motionless ocean, these species P 1 and P 2 would not be able to coexist (Perruche et al., 2010) . This shows that in this simulation, mesoscale and submesoscale dynamics allow P 1 and P 2 to coexist on a long period of time.
Although the two phytoplankton species coexist on average over the whole domain with similar concentrations, they do not have the same spatial distribution as shown on snapshots of Figure 8 . Most of the biomass is located in filaments and P 2 is dominant in these structures. On the other hand, P 2 is completely excluded from eddy cores where only P 1 manages to develop. In addition, it appears that P 2 develops at smaller scales than P 1 . This feature is visible on the normalized power spectral density of the two phytoplankton species (Fig. 9 ). Normalized power spectral density of P 1 (continuous line) and P 2 (dotted line) averaged over 600 days (between day 300 and 900).
The spectrum of P 1 is slightly steeper than that of P 2 . We conclude that P 2 is therefore stronger than P 1 at small scales and conversely. To distinguish the different dynamical structures and to perform calculations over them, an algorithm first separates eddies from filaments via a wavelet decomposition and then separates curved from elongated filaments using a quantification of the curvature (Lapeyre and Klein, 2006b ). The choice of this spatial decomposition is motivated by the fact that P 1 is clearly dominant in eddies, and P 2 in very stretched filaments, which are completely detached from eddies. This segregation is less clear in the curved filaments around eddies. So this decomposition applies to our observations concerning the distribution of phytoplankton in dynamical structures. One example of the eddy partition is shown on Figure 8 by the black contours. It is important to notice that P 1 develops preferentially in eddy cores and P 2 at their periphery. The eddy detection includes both the core and periphery of eddies. This decomposition results in respectively 10%, 27% and 63% of the domain occupied by eddies, curved and elongated filaments when one averages the decomposition over 600 days ( Table  2 ). The features described in the physical field section are confirmed by the partition of temperature anomaly variance (θ 2 ) and vertical velocity anomaly variance (w 2 ) over these types of structures. 59% of the temperature anomaly variance compared with only 8% of vertical velocity anomaly variance is actually located inside eddies which corroborates the fact that temperature consists of mesoscale structures whereas vertical velocity is stronger in filaments (Table 2) .
Mean and standard deviation are determined over eddies, elongated and curved filaments on a period of 600 days at steady state. These statistical calculations (Table 3) corroborate Table 2 . Partition of property P (given in % of total) between the different types of structures (eddies, curved and elongated filaments) over a period of 600 days between day 300 and 900. Properties: surface area (S), temperature anomaly variance (θ 2 ), vertical velocity anomaly variance (w 2 ) and biomass amount in the surface layer. preliminary observations. P 1 is indeed more concentrated in eddies (0.22 mmol N m −3 to be compared with 0.13 mmol N m −3 in curved as well as in elongated filaments) and P 2 is more concentrated in filaments (0.21 and 0.23 mmol N m −3 respectively in curved and elongated filaments, to be compared with 0.14 mmol N m −3 in eddies). These concentrations of P 1 and P 2 in the eddies reflect both the dominance of P 2 at the eddy periphery and the exclusion of P 2 by P 1 in eddy core. The concentrations of the two phytoplankton species in eddies are not negligeable and are the consequence of the spatial segregation of phytoplankton species inside eddies (see for instance eddy at x = 600, y = 600 on Fig. 8 ). The dominance (P 2 − P 1 )/(P 1 + P 2 ) is on average −0.25 in eddies, 0.17 in curved filaments and 0.20 in elongated filaments. This confirms the dominance of P 1 in eddies and of P 2 in filaments. Furthermore, the spatially averaged standard deviation is more important for P 2 in filaments than P 1 (Table 3 ). This means that P 2 undergoes wider variations than P 1 and it supports the fact that the field of P 2 displays more small scales. In terms of phytoplankton biomass, eddies contain only 10% of the total phytoplankton biomass. Curved and elongated filaments, on the other hand contain respectively 26% and 64% of total phytoplankton biomass ( Table 2) . As the area occupied by filaments is larger than the area of eddies, phytoplankton biomass is mainly contained in filaments. We obtain very similar percentages for primary production (not shown). Filaments play a significant role in the biomass and primary production balance as expected by Lapeyre and Klein (2006b) . This result is in accordance with the conclusions of Lévy et al. (2001) and Lévy (2003) . Table 3 . Mean and standard deviation (Std) of P 1 and P 2 concentrations inside eddies, curved and elongated filaments averaged over a period of 600 days (between day 300 and 900). Our purpose now is to understand which physical mechanisms drive this phytoplankton distribution. Let us recall the intrinsic features of the two phytoplankton species. With an irradiance of 10 W m −2 , the ecosystem model alone predicts that P 1 is dominant for low C 0 (total nitrogen) and P 2 for high C 0 (see Fig. 2 ). Therefore, we expect the growth of P 2 when strong injections occur and conversely the growth of P 1 when low injections occur. Lapeyre and Klein (2006b) studied the spatial organization of a passive tracer and proved that a significant amount of tracers (almost 50%) was found within elongated filaments and that almost 50% of the vertical injections occurred within or close to them. This result is explained by the large area occupied by elongated filaments and by the strong values of vertical velocities in these structures. Thus, one can expect the development of P 2 preferentially within elongated filaments. Concerning P 1 , the situation is less clear: eddy colonization by P 1 may be either due to the horizontal advection of nutrients inside eddies or to the vertical nutrient injections inside eddies. To better understand this distribution, we run two experiments from day 600 of our reference simulation (at steady state at that time). These simulations have exactly the same properties as the reference one, except that we cut off the nutrient vertical injections within eddy cores in one case, and out of eddy cores in the other. These contours are determined on-line through a temperature criterion (isoline 1.5
• C). The goal is to determine why P 1 is able to survive inside eddies. Snapshots of the reference simulation and of each experiment are presented on Figure 10 with one row for each after 186 days of simulation (from day 600). The maps of P 1 and P 2 are presented in the left and right columns, respectively. The main result is that without vertical injection in eddy cores, P 1 does not develop there anymore. This shows that mainly vertical injections, and not the horizontal stirring of nutrients, allow P 1 to survive in eddy cores. Figure 11 represents the injections of nutrients of the reference simulation at the same time as snapshots of Figure 10 and shows that injections in eddies are actually limited in comparison with injections in filaments. Since the growth rate of P 1 is larger than that of P 2 with limited nutrients (see Fig. 2 obtained from the growth terms of Eqs. 10 and 11), P 1 is competitive against P 2 in eddies. In addition, it is almost isolated from P 2 within eddy cores. Eddies are coherent structures which form 'ecological niches' where P 1 can develop, sheltered from P 2 . We have ignored in our model the divergent horizontal ageostrophic motions but we may think that the eddy cores remain barriers to transport in light of results of Lévy et al. (2001) for a primitive equation simulation. When vertical injections are set only outside eddies, the two phytoplankton species still coexist over the domain at statistical equilibrium, but P 2 is more dominant on average (0.13 mmol N m −3 for P 1 and 0.22 mmol N m −3 for P 2 ). When nutrient injections are performed inside eddies, P 2 almost dies whereas P 1 persists durably within eddies but with very low values of spatially-averaged biomass at statistical steady state (0.02 mmol N m −3 for P 1 and 0.002 mmol N m −3 ). Considering the strong vertical injections within filaments, this analysis reveals that filaments are the place where phytoplankton grows and lives preferentially. Despite their temporary nature, filaments allow the two phytoplankton species, P 1 and P 2 , to survive and coexist within them. The frequency of nutrient injections is sufficiently high to prevent the two phytoplankton species from dying between two injections. To quantify the role of vertical advection compared with the horizontal one in the reference simulation, we diagnose the horizontal flux (−u.∇N), vertical flux (−w
of nutrients and also biological sources/sinks (three first terms of r.h.s. of Eq. 9) by surface integrating these quantities over individual eddies. By following off-line eddies, we can monitor the time evolution of these eddy-area fluxes of tracers. A temperature criterion is again used to define eddy cores (isoline 1.5
• C) and the fluxes are integrated over them. Figure   12 illustrates the results for one of them, representative of the others. This analysis confirms that the magnitude of vertical injections is of one order larger than that of horizontal ones (Fig. 12a) . Biological uptakes of nutrients are nearly balanced by vertical injections. Figure  12a and b show that peaks of vertical injections are instantaneously correlated with peaks of P 1 net growth (dP 1 /dt) and followed by peaks of P 1 concentration (delay between the two peaks is close to 5 days). In addition, the P 2 versus P 1 growth rate ratio, γ =
(Eqs. 10 and 11), indicates that P 1 is all the time more efficient in the eddy core (always < 1). The peaks of vertical injections are actually correlated with turbulent interactions between eddies or between an eddy and a filament. The followed eddy undergoes a size variation of about 10% during the turbulent interactions (not shown).
Observing that eddy-eddy or eddy-filament interactions contribute to P 1 survival in eddy cores at statistical equilibrium, we describe here the effect of these transient processes on phytoplankton distribution. Figure 13 shows the two phytoplankton species distributions (P 1 on the left and P 2 on the right) corresponding to the three types of interactions of Figure 6 . The top panel represents an isolated eddy which interacts with filaments surrounding it. This induces quite strong vertical injections in the eddy core and the development of P 1 . On the other hand, P 2 is almost excluded from this eddy. The filamentation of the eddy in a spiral like shape is clearly visible in the P 1 biomass field as was diagnosed by Lehahn et al. (2007) . The middle panel shows the interaction of two like-signed eddies that eventually merge. Merging is the strong interaction via which the stronger eddy 'swallows' all or part of the weaker one. It is characterized by the collapse of the two eddies toward their mid point and by the production of strong small-scale filaments associated with strong vertical velocities as shown on Figure 6 and by Lapeyre and Klein (2006b) in their simulation with three eddies and the merger of two of them (see their Fig. 2 ). Eddy cores are usually colonized by P 1 , but we observe that a merger can sometimes induce a temporary change of predominance depending on the size of the absorbed eddy. Here, our two merging eddies induce a colonization of the eddy cores by P 1 and a strong development of P 2 at the eddy peripheries. The bottom panel shows a propagating dipole of eddies of opposite sign. During its propagation, the dipole interacts with filaments surrounding it. These interactions form strong filaments between and around the two interacting eddies of the dipole (see Fig. 6 ). P 1 grows slightly in the eddies and in filaments curled around them whereas P 2 grows strongly in filaments. These three types of eddy interactions highlight the diversity of transient interactions that favors either P 1 or P 2 and make their coexistence possible for long time scales (preferentially in eddies for P 1 and in filaments for P 2 ). They also show the key role of eddy interaction in the development of P 1 in eddy cores.
Concerning the distribution of the two phytoplankton species in eddies, as stated before, there is a significant contrast between the periphery and the core of eddies. We know that P 2 develops through the strong vertical injections in filaments outside eddies. These filaments circle the eddies and thus P 2 may have the opportunity to colonize eddies. We can assume that these nutrients become rapidly depleted when P 2 is entrained within the eddy. As the nutrient injections are weaker in eddy cores, P 2 becomes less competitive. Furthermore, even if the eddies are not completely isolated from the external flow, the residence time within eddies is very long compared with biological time scales (and so is the time to reach the eddy core); therefore P 1 which develops in eddy core is shielded against the exterior. In this sense, eddies represent ecological niches. This result is consistent with the conclusions of Lehahn et al. (2007) who diagnosed small spots of high chlorophyll in eddy cores, not mixed with the surrounding poorer waters. They attributed them to the 'eddy pumping' (McGillicuddy et al., 1998) or to 2D horizontal cascade. Here, we attribute this P 1 growth in eddy cores to the nutrient vertical pump inside eddies. The spiral-like shape of eddies prevents P 2 from being directly confronted to P 1 . Indeed, when P 2 reaches the eddy core, there does not remain enough nutrients for it to outcompete P 1 .
Conclusions and discussion
Using an SQG dynamical model coupled with an NPPZD ecosystem model, this study showed that a statistically stationary turbulent flow, characterized by the simultaneous presence of eddies and filaments, can assure a long term coexistence of two phytoplankton species on a single limiting resource, whereas these species would be mutually exclusive in a quiescent ocean. Fine-scale dynamics with consistent nutrient injections are therefore one further possible explanation of the 'paradox of the plankton' (Hutchinson, 1961) : they favor phytoplankton diversity in oligotrophic regions where phytoplankton species are strongly limited in nutrients. Depending on the turbulent structures in which they take place, namely eddy or filament, the vertical injections of nutrients favor either one phytoplankton species or the other. In filaments, the large species grows preferentially because of its better competitiveness in high nutrient conditions brought up by strong vertical injections. This dominance of the large species is not exclusive. The two phytoplankton species coexist at statistical steady state in filaments. This is made possible by the transience of filaments in which the ecosystem is constantly perturbed. In eddy cores, the nutrient injections are weaker and the eddies are able to horizontally trap tracers on long time scales. As a result, the small species competitively excludes the large one on long time scales. It was also shown that, during eddy merger, the two phytoplankton species strongly develop, each in its preferential type of dynamical structure (filaments or eddy cores). In this study, we pointed out the key role of filaments in driving coexistence and in being the preferential place for phytoplankton to develop. 64% of the phytoplankton biomass is actually located in these turbulent structures well outside eddies. [69, 1
The coexistence of phytoplankton species submitted to intermittent nutrient injections was already demonstrated by Ebenhöh (1988) in a numerical study in the case of periodical nutrient injections (pulses) in a 0D system. This is in accordance with our conclusion that the intermittency of filaments drives the coexistence. Their results are obtained with a very simplified model with one limiting resource injected by regular pulses, without zooplankton and with phytoplankton species only distinguished by their growth rate, their mortality rate and a threshold of nutrients beyond which they grow. In our SQG simulation, the nutrients are injected on short time scales into filamentary structures in which phytoplankton feels pulses of nutrients.
In our simulation, the initial state is perfectly uniform. Hence, the phytoplankton distribution results only from the mesoscale and submesoscale dynamics which induce vertical injections of nutrients via the mechanism of frontogenesis and at the eddy center. Unlike previous studies, the only source of spatial heterogeneity at the start is the vertical injections of nutrients (within eddies and filaments). Indeed most studies on the impact of fine-scale dynamics on phytoplankton distribution were based on an initial large-scale gradient. Abraham (1998) defined an initial large-scale variability of the carrying capacity (which has the effect of a limiting nutrient). Stirring processes of this initial state resulted in a very finescale phytoplankton field and an even finer zooplankton field. Then, Lévy (2003) , using a PE simulation with a large-scale density gradient, showed that positive chlorophyll anomalies in eddies resulted from the 2D cascade of large scale pattern of chlorophyll towards smaller scale. These eddies stemed from the productive side of the front and spread to the other side. Lastly, Bracco et al. (2000) , with two species spatially segregated initially showed the shielding effect of vortices. Concerning eddies, we showed in addition to these studies that they can also be intrinsically productive due to vertical nutrient injections in their core and to one phytoplankton species adapted to these weak injections. In the real ocean, the history of eddies and the phytoplankton species within them has to be examined to conclude on the origin of biomass within them. Concerning filaments, we showed that 64% of the biomass was found within elongated ones (far from eddies) due to strong injections of nutrients induced by frontogenesis. This is consistent with the assumption of of filaments being key structures to close the primary production balance of the global ocean.
We intentionally chose a simple configuration of our coupled model in order to focus on the effect of filaments and eddies on the distribution of two phytoplankton species and their potential coexistence. This model is not aimed at reliably reproducing the reality but at rationalizing one part of the observed complexity in phytoplankton distribution. Nevertheless, we discuss the key-processes that are omitted in our study. Concerning the physical processes, the first one is the asymmetry between cyclones and anticyclones. In the real ocean, cyclones are more compact and stronger whereas anticyclones are diffuse and weaker. Hakim et al. (2002) rationalized this asymmetry in vortex structure with an SQG+1 model. They showed that the asymmetry in the divergent flow during frontogenesis is the source of vortex structural asymmetry. This asymmetry will definitely have an influence on the outcome of phytoplankton competition within eddies. We expect that anticyclones favor the small species which are more reactive to nutrient inputs. This is in accordance with the observations of Vidussi et al. (2001) in the Eastern Mediterranean: cyclones were dominated by nano-and micro-phytoplankton whereas anticyclones were dominated by nano-and pico-phytoplankton. Sweeney et al. (2003) also measured the concentration of different phytoplankton size classes in mesoscale structures but diagnosed that phytoplankton communities differed in these structures according to the type of eddies and to their age. Secondly, we neglected the effect of atmospheric forcing. Vertical velocities may respond to it. As examined by Giordani et al. (2006) in numerical simulation of the POMME campaign and Thomas et al. (2010) using data from a Japan/East Sea campaign, these velocities can be much larger than the ones deduced only from the QG omega equation. Both turbulent terms and frontal ageostrophic submesoscales concur to increase the asymmetry in cyclonic/anticyclonic filaments and eddies. Thirdly, in the present work we have considered a vertically integrated upper ocean. To get closer to the reality, the light gradient in the water column has to be taken into account in addition with the temporal and spatial distribution of mixed layer depth. The light gradient creates 'ecological niches' along the water column which favor specific classes of phytoplankton. Some ocean dynamical processes are able to mix these species, each of them growing at its preferential depth. For example, Perruche et al. (2010) showed that the diffusion process in the mixed layer is responsible for the coexistence of a few phytoplankton species at a given depth. Including the light gradient would also allow to study the influence of the mechanism of eddy pumping (McGillicuddy et al., 1998) on phytoplankton competition. Fourthly, d 'Ovidio et al. (2010) showed with satellite data and the method of Lyapunov exponents how patches of dominant phytoplankton species were stretched by the submesoscale structures and how dominant species can be separated by physical fronts created by horizontal stirring. This process requires a spatial heterogeneity of the species at the start of the experiment before being submitted to horizontal stirring. In reality, the distribution of phytoplankton is constrained by a non-linear combination of all these dynamical processes.
Concerning the biological processes, the state of the art of ecosystem modeling shows that none of the current models is presently able to fully reproduce the complexity of biogeochemical interactions within an ecosystem. Because of the limited computational resources, modelers have to choose only one way to refine their model if they want to embed them in physical model and make statistics on the global ocean. For instance, LeQuéré et al. (2005) chose to distinguish between a few phytoplankton classes characterized by their PFT (Plankton Functional Type) among thousands in the reality. Moreover, the rare or missing datasets to assess the numerous parameters of the complex models is another obstacle to their use. In this context, we chose in our study an extremely simple ecosystem model. This choice has already been discussed in the model description section. Let us now discuss its applicability. Follows et al. (2007) and Barton et al. (2010) used the same type of model with Michaelis-Menten growth, linear mortality of phytoplankton and zooplankton, Holling type II grazing, linear remineralization but they took 78 phytoplankton species, assigned their parameters stochastically and applied it to the global ocean. Although their model is extremely simplified in terms of parameterization and the parameters are chosen arbitrarily, it is able to reproduce the biogeographic regions of Longhurst et al. (1995) distinguished by observations in terms of biomass concentration but also of the type of emergent ecosystems. Follows et al. (2007) show that their modeled biogeographic regions consist of phytoplankton with appropriate physiological features. These biogeographic regions correspond to large scale dynamical structures. The species diversity in their model allows them to study the natural selection of phytoplankton species when submitted to large-scale dynamical processes. In the present work we adopt a similar methodology, using a model with the same degree of simplicity in parametrizations, to study the competition between only two generic species, but at higher spatial resolution (at meso-and submeso-scale). Our results show that submesoscale dynamics favor diversity. Our two species coexist whereas they were mutually exclusive in a quiescent environment. This is consistent with results of Barton et al. (2010) that diagnose a decrease of diversity toward the pole except in strongly turbulent and energetic regions that they call 'hot spot. ' Knowing now which processes drive the phytoplankton coexistence in this simplified configuration with a crude parameterization of biology and physics, a more complete understanding of the effect of submesoscale processes on plankton diversity requires to further investigate the influence of the top-down control in this context. In the present work, we focused on the influence of nutrient limitation on ecosystem structuring. The zooplankton had a mean control on the two phytoplankton species. We know that the ecosystem response to nutrient enrichment strongly depends on the upper trophic levels (Hulot et al., 2000) . Two ways in modeling are explored at the moment to study this question of the role of upper trophic levels. The first one consists in modeling precisely the trophic cascades by using continuously structured size class model (Maury et al., 2007a,b; Baird and Suthers, 2007) . The second one consists in considering several plankton functional groups (LeQuéré et al., 2005) . This second type of model allows us to study the influence of the ecosystem structure with several food chains of different lengths on phytoplankton diversity. It is clear that submesoscale dynamics will strongly affect such ecosystem structuring. This is left to future investigations.
